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Abstract
A series of experiments was performed to investigate the spreading behavior of �re�ghting foam solutions on liquid fuel
surfaces. The spreading coe�cients of six kinds of aqueous �lm-forming foam solutions and one �uorine-free foam solution
on the surface of four liquid fuels, namely, cyclohexane, diesel, n-heptane, and ethanol, were calculated on the basis of surface
and interfacial tension. Spreading behavior was studied systematically using a high-speed camera, and then the relationship
between spreading behavior and spreading coe�cient was analyzed. Furthermore, the spreading area and spreading rate of
different foam solution droplets on liquid fuel surfaces were studied in depth. The spreading amount of the foam solution
droplets on the liquid fuel surfaces was measured. Four typical spreading phenomena, namely, spreading, suspension,
dissolution, and sinking, of AFFF solutions on liquid fuel surfaces were identi�ed. Moreover, a positive spreading coe�cient did
not necessarily lead to the formation of an aqueous �lm. The spreading area, spreading rate, and spreading amount were not
proportional to the spreading coe�cient. During the evaluation of the spreading property of �re�ghting foam, the spreading
coe�cient, spreading rate, and spreading amount must be focused on instead of only the spreading coe�cient.

1. Introduction
The phenomena of droplet interaction with a surface widely exists in many industrial applications [1–5], such as �re
suppression by water spray/mist [6], spray cooling, dissolved oxygen increment, inkjet printing [7], and rain fall calculation [8].
Considerable researches have been focused on the typical phenomena of droplet interaction with hydrophobic surface, such as
bouncing, coalescence, injecting and splashing [8–13]. However, most of these researches focused on the impact of droplets
with a certain initial momentum on liquid surface. Few studies have been focused on the spreading phenomenon of a liquid
droplet with a very low initial momentum on another immiscible liquid surface.

Theoretically, a liquid droplet with a high density can spread on another immiscible liquid surface with a low density. And the
occurrence of the spreading phenomenon depends on the spreading coe�cient, which is calculated using Eq. (1) [14–16].

S = γo -γw -γow, (1)

where S is the spreading coe�cient,γo is the surface tension of the lower liquid, γw is the surface tension of the upper liquid,
and γow is the interfacial tension between the two liquids. The spreading phenomenon of surfactant solution droplet on liquid
fuel surface has been widely used in the �re extinguishing agent of aqueous �lm-forming foam (AFFF) [16–20]. AFFF is
considered the most e�cient among �re extinguishing agents used to �ght liquid fuel �re. Its high effectiveness in �re
extinguishment is provided not only by the foam layer but also by an aqueous �lm layer on the liquid fuel surface upon AFFF
application. The spreading coe�cient is the only parameter for evaluating the property of the aqueous �lm layer in most of
international standard related to AFFF [21, 22]. For AFFF, the upper liquid is the aqueous solution of AFFF, and the lower liquid
is the liquid fuel.

Many properties of traditional AFFFs have been studied to understand the contribution of foam layer to �re suppression; such
properties include rheological [23], foam spread [17], foam drainage [24, 25], and �re extinguishing and burn-back performance
[26–28]. However, studies that focus on the aqueous �lm layer generated by the AFFF solution on liquid fuel surfaces are few
[19]. The AFFF solution is supposed to be able to spread and form an aqueous �lm layer on the fuel surface only if S > 0 [21,
22]. Some recent studies have shown that some solutions cannot form an aqueous �lm on the liquid fuel surface even though
the spreading coe�cient is positive [15, 18, 29, 30]. The emergence of these new issues indicated that the formation regime of
aqueous �lms on liquid fuel surfaces is unclear. In addition, these studies only focused on whether aqueous �lms formed on
the liquid fuel surface or not; only a few focused on �lm properties, such as the �lm-forming process and �lm spreading rate.
Therefore, further research on the spreading properties of AFFF solutions should be conducted to enhance our understanding.

To investigate the �lm-forming property of AFFF solutions on liquid fuel surfaces, the present study conducts a series of
experiments on the spreading coe�cient of several commercial AFFFs, Alcohol-resist AFFFs (AR-AFFFs), and a �uorine-free
�re�ghting foam on surface of typical liquid fuels. The spreading process, spreading rate, and spreading amount of AFFF
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droplets are studied systematically, and the relationship among the spreading coe�cient, spreading process, spreading rate
and spreading amount is analyzed in depth. This study can provide guidance for a clear understanding of the formation of
aqueous �lms on liquid fuel surfaces.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Liquid fuel
Four liquid fuels, namely, cyclohexane, diesel, n-heptane, and ethanol, were used in this study. Cyclohexane is the standard
liquid fuel used to test the �lm-forming property of �re�ghting foam solutions in most international �re�ghting foam standards
[21, 22]. Diesel and n-heptane are two typical liquid fuels that are often used to conduct experiments on liquid fuels. Ethanol is
a kind of alcohol fuel. Most alcohol fuels are miscible with water and di�cult to extinguish upon ignition. The basic properties
of the four liquid fuels are listed in Table 1.

Table 1
The basic properties of liquid fuels

Liquid fuel Density (g/cm³) Boiling point (℃) Surface tension (mN/m) Viscosity(mPa s) Water solubility

Cyclohexane 0.78 80.7 24.17 0.94 Insoluble

Diesel 0.85 180 ~ 370 27.04 4.18 Insoluble

n-heptane 0.68 98.5 19.62 0.41 Insoluble

Ethanol 0.79 78.3 21.83 1.09 Miscible

 

2.1.2 Fire�ghting foams
Seven commercial �re�ghting foam concentrates were used in this study. Three percent AFFF, 3% AR-AFFF, 6% AFFF, 6% AR-
AFFF were purchased from Xi’an Yutai Fire Protection Technology Co., Ltd.; for convenience, these concentrates were denoted
as AFFF-1#, AFFF-2#, AFFF-3#, and AFFF-4#, respectively. Six percent AFFF (resistant to seawater) was purchased from
Danyang Jixingyu Fire Equipment Co. Ltd. and denoted as AFFF-5#. Three percent AFFF (resistant to seawater) was a gift from
the �re corps of Shaanxi Province and denoted as AFFF-6#. A kind of �uorine-free foam was obtained from the �re corps of
Shaanxi Province and denoted as FfreeF. The �re�ghting foams with 3% concentration were diluted using fresh water at a
volume ratio of 3:97. The foams with 6% concentration were diluted using fresh water at a volume ratio of 6:94. Lastly, the
FfreeF foam concentrate was diluted using fresh water at a volume ratio of 1:99.

2.2 Apparatus and methods
The dynamic surface tension governs many important industrial and biological processes [31]. Compared to equilibrium
surface tension, the dynamic surface tension better re�ects the adsorption behavior of surfactant molecules on air/liquid
interfaces. In the present study, the dynamic surface tension was measured using a QBZY-3 fully automatic surface tension
meter based on the platinum plate method in a water bath at 20°C. At the process of testing, the platinum plate was moved
towards the upper surface of foam solution from the top. The platinum plate stopped moving once it touched the upper
surface of foam solution. The surface tension increased gradually from the time when the platinum plate touched the upper
surface of foam solution. After a period of time, the surface tension became generally stable, and the corresponding value was
the equilibrium surface tension. The interfacial tension was measured using a K100 Kruss fully automatic surface tension
meter. The spreading coe�cient of the AFFF solutions was calculated in accordance with Eq. (1). The dynamic viscosity of the
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foam dispersions was measured using a DV-1 digital viscometer. The conductivity of the foam dispersions was measured
using an SG23-B Mettler multi-parameter tester. Each experiment was repeated at least three times.

A schematic of the experimental apparatus for spreading behavior is shown in Fig. 1. A syringe pump was used to generate
single liquid droplets of the foam solutions. The droplets are formed at the tip of the syringe and then dropped from the needle
under the action of gravity. The advancing velocity of foam solution in the syringe pump was 10ul/min, and the droplet
diameter was set at a �xed value of approximately 2.6 mm in all experiments. It takes approximate 55s to create a droplet with
diameter = 2.6mm before droplet dropped from the needle under the action of gravity. A high-speed digital camera was used to
record the spreading process of the foam solution on the liquid fuel surface. A 1,000 W iodine–tungsten light was used as a
strong illuminant together with a thin sheet of paper as a diffuser. The liquid fuel with a depth of 20 mm was placed into a
square transparent quartz glass container under room temperature. The distance between the liquid fuel surface and the tip of
the needle was 5 mm to reduce the impact of the droplet on the fuel surface. The images of spreading process were processed
using ImageJ software.

3. Results And Discussion

3.1 Foam solution properties
Figure 2 displays the curves of the dynamic surface tension of the seven �re�ghting foam solutions. All the foam solutions
reached their equilibrium surface tension rapidly, within 10s. This should be ascribed to the high concentration of surfactants
in �re�ghting foam solutions, which is much higher than their critical micelle concentration (cmc). The dynamic surface
tension of solutions AFFF-2#, AFFF-6#, and FfreeF increased gradually over time until the equilibrium surface tension was
reached. The equilibrium surface tensions of the three solutions were 16.09 mN/m at 4.4 s, 17.41 mN/m at 5 s, and 24.68
mN/m at 5.7 s, respectively. The surface tensions of AFFF-1#, AFFF-3#, AFFF-4# and AFFF-5# increased rapidly and reached
the maximum value, and then dropped to their equilibrium surface tension which were 17.28mN/m at 6.5s, 20.45 mN/m at 10
s, 16.21 mN/m at 10 s, and 18.66 mN/m at 3.6 s, respectively. Obviously, AFFF-5# has the strongest ability to reach adsorption
equilibrium. The equilibrium surface tensions of the solutions are lower than 25 mN/m, whereas those AFFF solutions except
AFFF-3# and FfreeF are even lower than 20 mN/m, indicating that all the foam solutions have a high surface activity.

The data of the interfacial tension between foam solutions and liquid fuels, spreading coe�cient, dynamic viscosity, and
conductivity were listed in Table 2. Notably, the interface between ethanol and foam solution is nonexistent due to the good
intermiscibility of ethanol with foam solution. Thus, no data of interfacial tension between ethanol and foam solution and
corresponding spreading coe�cient was shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Foam solution properties

Samples Surface
tension
(mN/m)

Interfacial tension (mN/m) Spreading coe�cient Viscosity
(mPa s)

Conductivity
(mS/cm)

Diesel Cyclohexane n-
heptane

Diesel Cyclohexane n-
heptane

AFFF-1# 17.28 0.94 1.35 2.33 8.82 5.54 0.01 0.99 2.18

AFFF-2# 16.09 0.79 0.82 1.96 10.16 7.26 1.57 2.66 5.97

AFFF-3# 20.45 0.69 0.52 2.56 5.9 3.2 -3.39 1.86 0.445

AFFF-4# 16.2 0.74 1.19 2.62 10.1 6.78 0.8 3.37 12.2

AFFF-5# 18.66 0.83 1.34 2.52 7.55 4.17 -1.56 2.11 12.32

AFFF-6# 17.41 0.65 0.87 1.62 8.98 5.89 0.59 1.09 0.736

FfreeF 24.68 3.54 1.36 4.13 -1.18 -1.87 -9.19 1.29 0.429
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The interfacial tensions between the seven �re�ghting foam solutions and three liquid fuels show a remarkable difference. The
interfacial tensions between the foam solutions and n-heptane are greater than that between the foam solutions and diesel or
cyclohexane. AFFF-1#, AFFF-2#, AFFF-4#, AFFF-5#, and AFFF-6# show the lower interfacial tension on the cyclohexane surface
than on the diesel surface, whereas AFFF-3# and FfreeF show the lower interfacial tension on the diesel surface than on the
cyclohexane surface. The interfacial tension between AFFF-3# and cyclohexane exhibits the minimum value of 0.52 mN/m.
The interfacial tension between FfreeF and n-heptane shows the maximum value of 4.13 mN/m.

The spreading coe�cients of the seven foam solutions on the diesel and cyclohexane surfaces are positive. In addition, the
spreading coe�cients of the foam solutions on the diesel surface is greater than that of the cyclohexane surface. The
spreading coe�cients of AFFF-1#, AFFF-2#, AFFF-4#, and AFFF-6# on the n-heptane surface are positive, but those of AFFF-3#,
AFFF-5#, and FfreeF on the n-heptane surface are negative. This result is attributed to the high interfacial tension between the
foam solution and n-heptane and the low surface tension of n-heptane.

Big difference existed in the viscosity and conductivity of the foam solutions. The viscosity and conductivity of AFFF-2#, AFFF-
4#, and AFFF-5# solutions were obviously higher than other solutions. The differences resulted from the different components
of the seven �re�ghting foams. The �re�ghting foam usually consisted of hydrocarbon surfactants, �uorocarbon surfactants
and foam stabilizers. The high conductivity of AFFF-2#, AFFF-4#, and AFFF-5# solutions means that more ionic surfactants
were used. The high viscosity indicated that surfactant or foam stabilizers with high molecular weight were used in foam
formulations.

3.2 Spreading dynamics of the foam solutions on liquid fuel surfaces

3.2.1 Typical spreading process
Taking the case of the AFFF-1# solution on the diesel surface as an example, Fig. 3 shows the typical spreading behavior of a
single foam solution droplet on a liquid fuel surface. Figure 3(A) and 3(B) show the spreading behavior of the AFFF-1# solution
on the diesel surface viewed from the top and viewed from the side, respectively. It should be pointed out that most foam
solutions exhibit a spreading behavior similar to that of AFFF-1# on the diesel surface.

The typical process viewed from top can be divided into three stages. In the �rst stage, the foam solution droplet is released
from the syringe pump and touches the liquid fuel surface at 0s. As time passes, the droplet impacts the liquid fuel surface and
creates ripples on the surface, as shown in Fig. 3(A) (from 0 ms to 31 ms). In the second stage, the droplet bounces back from
the surface due to buoyancy and then drops back to calm after �oating on the surface for a certain period. In the third stage,
the suspended droplet spreads suddenly and creates ripples on the surface again. At 170 ms, the droplet spreads gradually on
the surface, and the spreading area on the liquid fuel surface increases over time. After 25,000 ms, the spreading area comes
close to the maximum value, and no evident increase is observed.

The typical process viewed from side showed three stages corresponding to typical process viewed from top. A crater formed
and increased over time due to the impact of the foam solution droplet. Then, the crater diminishes gradually after 17 ms,
resulting from the spreading of the droplet �oating on the fuel surface. All the experiments in which a single droplet can spread
on the liquid fuel surface exhibit the same phenomenon as that in Fig. 3(B).

3.2.2 Special spreading process
In addition to the typical spreading behavior, several special spreading behavior are observed, as shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, and
Fig. 6. The spreading of all the foam solutions on the ethanol surface exhibits a behavior similar to that of AFFF-1#, as
described in Fig. 4(A). The foam solution droplet impacts the ethanol surface upon release from the syringe pump, creates
ripples on the liquid fuel surface, and then bounces back at 30 ms. A bubble occurs on the surface when the droplet bounces
back from the ethanol surface, which is mainly related to the droplet’s impact velocity [6, 32–34]. Moreover, the droplet that
bounced back is nonspherical. The nonspherical droplet is generated due to the intermiscibility of the foam solution with
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ethanol. The droplet does not �oat on the liquid fuel surface but melts into ethanol in a dispersed manner. At 160 ms, the
boundary of the diffusion of foam solution into ethanol looks like a circle. The foam solution droplet is completely dissolved in
ethanol after 200 ms, as shown in Fig. 4(A).

Figure 4(B) shows the spreading process of AFFF-1# on the ethanol surface as observed from the side. The process is different
from the spreading phenomenon of AFFF-1# on the diesel surface. A crater occurs after the droplet impacts the surface. The
droplet does not bounce back but directly sinks to the bottom. The droplet is irregularly shaped while sinking due to the
miscibility of ethanol with the foam solution. The foam solution droplet is gradually dissolved into water while sinking,
resulting in its irregular shape. The droplet is completely dissolved into ethanol after 200 ms. For the spreading on ethanol
surface, all the droplets show a similar spreading behavior as that described in Fig. 4.

The spreading process of AFFF-1# on the n-heptane surface shows another special phenomenon, as illustrated in Fig. 5(A). In
the �rst and second stages, the spreading of AFFF-1# on the n-heptane surface shows a phenomenon similar to the typical
spreading process; that is, the single droplet of foam solution impacts the n-heptane surface and then �oats on the surface
after it bounces back. However, no spreading phenomenon is observed over time. The droplet is suspended on the n-heptane
surface, and its spreading area remains unchanged. After 1000 ms, droplet separation occurs. A part of the droplet sinks to the
bottom of n-heptane, and the rest of remains suspended on the n-heptane surface. The droplet does not spread completely.
The separation of the droplet is mainly attributed to gravity and the limited spreading amount. The spreading behavior of
AFFF-2#, AFFF-4#, AFFF-5#, and AFFF-6# on the n-heptane surface are all similar to that of AFFF-1#.

The spreading phenomenon of the AFFF-1# droplet on the heptane surface is shown in Fig. 5(B). The droplet neither sinks
immediately nor spreads after impacting the fuel surface. It �oats on the fuel surface, and the size of the crater created by the
droplet increases gradually over time. After 1,000 ms, the droplet penetrates the fuel surface and breaks away. However, a part
of the droplet remains on the surface.

Figure 6(A) shows the spreading behavior of the AFFF-3# droplet on the cyclohexane surface. The spreading process has the
same �rst and second stages as that of the typical spreading phenomenon. The AFFF-3# droplet is bounced back after
impacting the cyclohexane surface. Then, the droplet directly sinks to the bottom of cyclohexane, and no spreading or
suspension is observed. A bubble-like, spherical, small droplet is generated and �oats on the cyclohexane surface even after
the droplet has sunk to the bottom. The spreading behavior of the AFFF-3# droplet on the n-heptane surface and that of the
FfreeF droplet on all the four liquid fuel surfaces are all similar to that of AFFF-3# on the cyclohexane surface.

The spreading of the AFFF-3# droplet on the cyclohexane surface exhibits a different phenomenon, as illustrated in Fig. 6(B).
At 7 ms, a big crater is created by the droplet, but the size of the crater is evidently smaller at 43 ms, indicating that the droplet
bounces back from the surface after impacting the cyclohexane surface. At 215 ms, the droplet sinks directly after penetrating
the cyclohexane surface, suggesting that the AFFF-3# droplet cannot spread on the cyclohexane surface.

The above results demonstrate that the foam solutions with a negative spreading coe�cient do not generate an aqueous �lm
on liquid fuel surfaces; however, a positive spreading coe�cient does not necessarily lead to the formation of an aqueous �lm.
Similar results have been observed in some previous studies [15, 18, 30, 35]. Hetzer et al. [30] observed that a positive
spreading coe�cient (S > 0) is necessary but not enough for water �lm formation. Svitova et al. [35] suggested that this
phenomenon was due to the nonequilibrium surface tension effect in the aqueous layer. Fast spreading of surfactant solutions
on a liquid fuel surface occurred in the cases when both equilibrium surface tension and dynamic spreading coe�cient values
were positive. The dynamic spreading coe�cient, calculated by use of the dynamic surface tension and dynamic interfacial
tension, is the decisive factor for fast spreading. But the real dynamic spreading coe�cient cannot be obtained by use of
existing technology, because the surface tension and interfacial tension are dynamically changing during droplets interaction
with liquid fuel surface. As for the suspension of the AFFF solution droplets on liquid fuel surface, the occurrence of the
phenomenon mainly depends on the wettability of liquid fuel surface and droplet’s viscosity [36]. The stability of the
suspension droplet depends on the combination of three interface tensions, oil density, droplet volume, and the equilibrium
contact angle [37].
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3.3 Spreading rate of foam solutions on liquid fuel surfaces

3.3.1 Calculation of spreading rate
In this study, a single droplet spreads on the fuel surface as a circle. The instantaneous spreading area can be calculated using
the diameter of the circle. Figure 7 shows the calculation process of the spreading area and spreading rate of a single droplet
on a fuel surface. The instantaneous diameter of the circle generated by the spreading of the droplet can be obtained using
ImageJ, and then the curves of the spreading area and spreading rate over time are obtained using a MATLAB code.

3.3.2 Spreading area of single liquid droplets on liquid fuel surfaces
Figure 8 shows the curves of the spreading area of the foam solutions on the liquid fuel surfaces over time. The FfreeF
solution cannot spread on all fuel surfaces, and all the foam solutions used in this study cannot spread on the n-heptane and
ethanol surfaces. Thus, the curves of the spreading area of the FfreeF solution on the four liquid fuel surfaces and those of the
foam solutions on the n-heptane and ethanol surfaces are not included in Fig. 8.

The spreading phenomenon of all the liquid droplets of foam solutions, except that of FfreeF on the diesel surface, is observed,
and the variation of spreading area versus time is illustrated in Fig. 8(A). The spreading area curves increase over time and
then remains unchanged after reaching the maximum value. The order of the maximum spreading area is AFFF-5#>AFFF-
2#>AFFF-4#>AFFF-6#>AFFF-1#>AFFF-3#, and that of the time required for the liquid droplet to spread completely is AFFF-
5#>AFFF-4#>AFFF-6#>AFFF-3#>AFFF-1#>AFFF-2#. The AFFF-5# droplet shows the maximum value of spreading area (639
mm2) and the shortest spreading time (5.97 s). AFFF-3# has the minimum value of spreading area (21.9 mm2). The AFFF-2#
droplet exhibits the maximum value of the time required to spread completely. The order of the spreading coe�cients of foam
solution on diesel surface is AFFF-6#>AFFF-4#>AFFF-2#>AFFF-1#>AFFF-5#>AFFF-3#>FfreeF, which is not proportional to the
order of the maximum spreading area or the order of the time required for the droplet to spread completely. These results
indicate that the spreading coe�cient is not the deciding factor of the maximum spreading area.

Figure 8(B) shows the spreading area curves of the foam solutions on the cyclohexane surface. The curves of the AFFF-3# and
FfreeF droplets are not included in Fig. 8(B) because these droplets cannot spread on the cyclohexane surface. The spreading
area curves of AFFF-5# and AFFF-6# increase gradually over time and remains unchanged after reaching the maximum value.
However, the spreading area curves of AFFF-1#, AFFF-2#, and AFFF-4# are almost unchanged over time. The order of the
maximum spreading area is AFFF-5#>AFFF-6#>AFFF-2#>AFFF-1#>AFFF-4#. The AFFF-5# droplet still has the maximum value
of spreading area of 730.69 mm2, which is higher than that on the diesel surface. The maximum spreading area of AFFF-6# is
103.65 mm2, which is lower than that on the diesel surface.

3.3.3 Spreading rate of single liquid droplets on liquid fuel surfaces
The instantaneous spreading rate of the foam solution droplets on the liquid fuel surfaces is calculated to analyze the
spreading property of the droplets further. The spreading rate is the derivative of spreading area versus time. Figure 9 shows
the variation in the spreading rate of the foam solution droplets versus time. For the spreading rate on the diesel surface, AFFF-
2#, AFFF-4#, AFFF-5#, and AFFF-6# show a similar change trend, as shown in Fig. 9(A). The spreading rate increases rapidly
and then decreases after reaching the maximum value. The spreading rate of AFFF-5# has the maximum value of 247.98
mm2/s. The maximum spreading rate values of AFFF-2# (13.13 mm2/s), AFFF-4# (24.73 mm2/s), and AFFF-6# (18.02 mm2/s)
are much lower than that of AFFF-5#. However, the spreading rates of AFFF-1# and AFFF-3# show a different variation trend
from that of AFFF-2#, AFFF-4#, AFFF-5#, and AFFF-6#. The spreading rate of AFFF-1# decreases rapidly from the beginning,
and its maximum value is 23.28 mm2/s. The spreading rate of AFFF-3# barely changes over time, and the maximum value is
only 1.1 mm2/s.
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Figure 9(B) shows the variation in the spreading rate of the �re�ghting foam solution droplets on the cyclohexane surface. The
spreading rate of AFFF-5# increases sharply and then decreases sharply after reaching the maximum value of 141.3 mm2/s.
The spreading rate curves of AFFF-1#, AFFF-2#, AFFF-4#, and AFFF-6# show a similar change trend, but their maximum
spreading rate values are lower than that of AFFF-5#. By contrast, the spreading rates of the �re�ghting foam solution droplets
on the cyclohexane surface are much lower than that on the diesel surface because the foam solutions have a high spreading
coe�cient on the diesel surface.

Previous studies mainly focused on droplets with low density spreading on surface with high density [38, 39]. The studies on
the spreading of droplets with low density spreading on surface with high density are few [40, 41]. The distance of a
nonvolatile, immiscible surfactant solution spreading on a deep liquid layer is described by Eq. (2) [38, 39].

L(t) is spreading distance, t is time, and S is spreading coe�cient. μ and ρ represent the viscosity and density of the underlying
liquid. Depending on the assumptions imposed on the spreading �lm, K can range in magnitude from 0.665 to 1.52 [39,

42]. The spreading rate depends on the parameter  . However, in this study, the spreading rates of foam solutions are

not necessarily related to the parameter  . For the same liquid fuel surface, the parameter   is �xed and the spreading

rate depends on spreading coe�cient completely according to the parameter  . But, actually, a relative low spreading
coe�cient of AFFF-5# resulted in the fastest spreading on diesel surface. Joos et al suggested that the reason for the
disagreement is that the spreading coe�cient S depends on time [40]. Interfaces are expanding during spreading, leading to
higher surface and interfacial tensions. For different foam solution formulations, reestablishment of the equilibrium by
diffusion associated with demicellization in the bulk is not fast enough as compared with the time scale of expansion
[41]. This theory implied that the fastest spreading of AFFF-5# was related to its ability to reach equilibrium surface tension
rapidly. Notably, the higher conductivity of AFFF-2#, AFFF-4#, and AFFF-5# showed a faster spreading, implying that an ionic
mixture of surfactants has a potential effect on spreading rate [41]. Besides, Svitova et al[35] indicated that the spreading rate
depends on the surfactant concentration and the hydrophilicity and hydrocarbon subphase chain length. Considerable works
need to be conducted to identify the quantitative relation between these factors and spreading rate in the future.

3.4 Spreading amount of foam solutions on liquid fuel surfaces
Single liquid droplets of several AFFF solutions can spread on diesel or cyclohexane surfaces. However, the AFFF solutions
have higher density compared with liquid fuel. When foam solution droplets are continuously released onto liquid fuel
surfaces, the droplets must escape from the fuel surface and sink to the bottom once the accumulated amount of foam
solution on the fuel surface reaches a certain value. During the accumulation of droplets on the liquid fuel surface, the
accumulated volume of foam solution on the liquid fuel surface is characterized as the spreading amount when the �rst
droplet under the liquid fuel surface escapes from liquid fuel surface and begins to sink. In the spreading amount experiments,
the syringe pump used is adjusted to generate a 0.01 ml droplet, and the generation rate is �xed, 0.35 ml/min. The number of
droplets released to the fuel surface is recorded as the spreading amount when a droplet escapes from the liquid fuel surface
and begins to sink.

Taking the case of the AFFF-5# solution on the diesel surface as an example, Fig. 10 shows the quantitative description of
spread amount of AFFF-5# droplets on diesel surface. At 45240 ms, the 26th droplet of AFFF-5# impacted diesel surface, and
then the �rst droplet under the liquid fuel surface escaped from liquid fuel surface and sinks to the bottom at 46000 ms. 25
droplets (0.25 ml) accumulated on the diesel surface before the �rst droplet sinks. Thus, the spread amount of AFFF-5# on
diesel surface is 25 droplets, 0.25 ml.

Figure 11 shows the spreading amount of the AFFF solutions on the liquid fuel surfaces. All the AFFF solutions can spread on
the diesel surface, but a signi�cant difference exists in spreading amount, as shown in Fig. 11 (A). AFFF-5# shows the largest
spreading amount of 0.25 ml even if its spreading coe�cient on the diesel surface is lower than that of AFFF-1#, AFFF-2#,
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AFFF-4#, and AFFF-6#. AFFF-1# and AFFF-3# have the same spreading amount of 0.04 ml, and AFFF-2# and AFFF-6# have
the same spreading amount of 0.06 ml. Interestingly, the spreading amount of AFFF-4# is only 0.05 ml, which is lower than
that of AFFF-2# and AFFF-6#, even though it has a higher maximum spreading area and spreading rate. These results
indicated that the spreading amount is not proportional to the spreading coe�cient. That is, a large spreading coe�cient or
high spreading rate does not necessarily lead to a large spreading amount. The spreading amount is affected by many factors
in addition to surface and interfacial tension. Such factors include the viscosity of foam solutions, surface wettability, wetting
angle, density of foam solution and fuel [36].

The spreading amount of the AFFF solutions on the cyclohexane surface is apparently different from that on the diesel
surface, as shown in Fig. 11(B). The spreading amount of all the foam solutions on the cyclohexane surface is lower than that
on the diesel surface. AFFF-5# keeps the maximum value of spreading amount on the cyclohexane surface. The spreading
amount of AFFF-3# on the cyclohexane surface is zero, which is similar to that of FfreeF. These results suggest that the
spreading amount is signi�cantly affected by the type of liquid fuel surface and �re�ghting foam formulations. For the
different fuel surface, a higher spreading coe�cient resulted in a greater spreading amount. For the same liquid fuel surface,
the spread amount is not necessarily associated with the equilibrium spreading coe�cient. The difference of spreading
amount between the �re�ghting foam solutions is probably affected by the dynamic spreading coe�cient, viscosity,
conductivity and type of surfactants.

4. Conclusion
A series of experiments on the spreading behavior of �re�ghting foam solution droplets on typical liquid fuel surfaces is
conducted. The spreading coe�cient, spreading behavior, spreading area, spreading rate, and spreading amount are analyzed
systematically. The following conclusions can be drawn from this work:

The spreading coe�cients of all the AFFF and �uorine-free foam solutions used in this study on the diesel and cyclohexane
surfaces are positive, whereas those of the AFFF-3#, AFFF-5#, and FfreeF solutions on the n-heptane surface are negative.

Four spreading phenomena, namely, spreading, suspension, dissolution, and sinking, of AFFF solutions on liquid fuel surfaces
are identi�ed. For foam solutions with a negative spreading coe�cient, no spreading occurs on the liquid fuel surface; however,
a positive spreading coe�cient does not necessarily lead to the formation of an aqueous �lm.

Generally, a high spreading coe�cient leads to a good spreading area, spreading rate, and spreading amount; however, none of
the spreading area, spreading rate, and spreading amount is proportional to the spreading coe�cient. Many factors affect
spreading property, including dynamic spreading coe�cient, viscosity and density of liquid fuel, type and concentrations of
surfactants, and so son. Quantitative studies on these factors must be conducted in next works.

A signi�cant difference exists in the spreading properties of commercially �uorinated and �uorine-free foams on the liquid fuel
surfaces used in this study. During the evaluation of the performance of �re�ghting foams, the spreading property, spreading
coe�cient, spreading rate, and spreading amount must be focused on instead of only the spreading coe�cient.
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Figure 1

Schematic of apparatus for spread dynamic of foam solution on liquid fuel surface.

Figure 2
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Variation in the dynamic surface tension of the seven �re�ghting foam solutions versus time.

Figure 3

Spread process of single droplet of foam solution on liquid fuel surface.

Figure 4

The spreading process of AFFF-1# on the ethanol surface.
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Figure 5

The spreading process of the AFFF-1# droplet on the heptane surface.

Figure 6

The spreading process of AFFF-3# on cyclohexane surface.
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Figure 7

Quantitative description of spread process of single liquid droplet on surface of typical liquid fuel. (AFFF-5# spread on
cyclohexane surface).
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Figure 8

Variation in spread area of single liquid droplet of �re�ghting foam solution on liquid fuel surface.
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Figure 9

Variation in spread rate of single liquid droplet of �re�ghting foam solution on diesel surface and cyclohexane surface.

Figure 10
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Quantitative description of spread amount of AFFF-5# droplets on diesel surface.

Figure 11

Spread amount of �re�ghting foam solution on diesel and cyclohexane surfaces.


